ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
DNA microarray analysis has attained wide interest from researchers in the study of gene expression. Recently, reports have increasingly focused on the importance of quality control (Lee et al., 2000; Wang et al., 2001 ) and statistical design (Kerr and Churchill, 2001 ) of microarray experiments. Some publicly available software, i.e. Jexpress (Dysvik and Jonassen, 2001) and MaxdView (Manchester, 2001 ) provide simple functions for filtering and normalization of raw microarray data, but the quality control and significance analysis of paired experiments (like either identical or reciprocal fluorochrome labelling of sample and reference) are not available. Although 'significance analysis of microarray' (SAM; Tusher and Chu, 2001 ) is a statistical package for finding significant * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
genes in a set of microarray experiments, it does not provide any function to evaluate the quality of input data. However, there is a need for tools for experimental quality control and identification of systematic errors, as well as relatively simple tools for 'two-state' comparisons of biological models.
We here present an application of this type, MArray, which encompasses the basic tools needed for processing of raw data from microarray experiments. Most subroutines of MArray can be used in other Matlab scripts, which enables advanced users to build their own functions or add new functions.
DESCRIPTION
With a graphical user interface, MArray enables the user to easily access the various analysis tools. QuantArray or GenePix data export files in tab delimited text format that can be directly loaded. As noise in a dataset will directly affect later studies (Lee et al., 2000) , the raw intensity measurements should be pre-processed before any statistical procedures are performed. This data cleaning procedure excludes all empty and manually flagged spots. Secondly, the intensity values for each channel are calibrated relative to the median of the channel background. This prevents a bias in the scale of intensity measurements obtained from the two channels and provides a reasonable ratio comparison between their expression levels. By small modifications of the source code, advanced users may add extra functions to MArray, such as here done with F-Scan (Munson and Young, 2001) , which shows the composite microarray image in an interactive window. Finally, two manually adjustable parameters, minimum signal intensity of each channel and the signal to noise ratio [(Signal − Background)/(Background + 2 × Background standard deviation)] are applied to assess the quality of the filtering (Wang et al., 2001) .
After pre-processing, there are a number of ways to view the data. These include histograms of spot ratio or intensity distributions, scatter plots of log2, linear or cubic root transformed data, where the gene name will be displayed when a data point is clicked, while more detailed gene in- formation can be obtained from NCBI's UniGene database (NIH, 2000) by pressing the Clone2Web button. A log2-ratio versus overall intensity plot may reveal a dye bias resulting from an uneven labelling efficiency and background level for each fluorochrome. Due to the non-linear behaviour of this effect, a simple normalization (assuming both channels have equal total signal intensities) is not suited to correct such a bias. However, intensity dependent normalization (lowest regression method) can compensate these effects through robust local linear fits (Yang et al., 2001) .
For the analysis of paired experiments, MArray provides interactive tools to investigate the reproducibility of experiments. In the scatter plot view, a quality control ellipse is centered around the intersection of the means in each experiment. This represents the T 2 by limit and is a solution of T 2 = y y (y y being the sum of squares of the principal components). T 2 is a quantity indicating the overall conformance of an individual observation vector to its mean and show the level of reproducibility (Jackson, 1980) . When reproducibility is high the T 2 ellipse is a narrow ellipse, and the data can be further analysed. If the T 2 ellipse is wide, then one needs to examine the trends that lead to the poor reproducibility.
Correlation coefficients measure the strength of a relationship between two variables, not the agreement between them and data that seem to be in poor agreement can produce quite high correlations (Bland and Altman, 1986) . Therefore, we have implemented another simple statistical method; a plot of the differences between paired measurements against their mean intensity, as this may be more informative (Altman, 1991) . This analysis is done in an interactive plot where the blue line is the mean of differences and two red lines represent the 95% confidence interval for the mean differences. Gene information and the significance score d(i) of each spot will be displayed in the analysis window when the data point is clicked. The
where r (i) is the difference between paired observations, s(i) is a standard deviation and s0 is a fudge factor. The value of s0 was chosen to minimize the coefficient of variation of d(i) (Tusher and Chu, 2001) .
Due to Matlab's built-in functions, MArray allows all plots to be saved as JPEG format image files, and further allows the export of the filtered dataset with normalized ratios, as well as all analysis parameters as text files. There is no real limit to the size of dataset to be loaded in MArray. A paired experiment with 12 000 genes in each, the data loading was finished in approximately 120 s and the rest of computations were completed in about 60 s on a desktop workstation (733 MHz, Pentium III, Windows NT 4.0). MArray is a work in progress and future work will include applying visualization methods capable of assessing the repeatability of more than three microarray experiments, as well as filtering procedures based on repeatedly spotted clones (Jenssen et al., 2002) and a web application of MArray.
